component has enough information to reconstruct a particular route travelled. Invoices contain aggregated information, while the charging details are available only to the vehicle driver. Fraud is avoided by integrating random spot checks in a novel enforcement protocol.
In "Privacy in distributed commercial applications", Kuntze and Rudolph analyze the different and possibly conflicting security and privacy requirements of multiple stakeholders in distributed commercial applications. They propose pseudonymous or anonymous attestation of the state of a device installed in a user's home as a building block towards privacy-preserving, secure, distributed commercial applications. They discuss two possibilities for pseudonymous and anonymous attestation. The first uses a generic approach of deep attestation through virtual machine to the hardware TPM. The second relies on the mutual attestation of nodes in the network.
In "Civil Society Must Publish Standards Documents", Roger Clarke argues for social solutions to the privacy-surveillance dilemma, and puts the onus squarely on the shoulders of civil society. He advocates for public interest NGOs to invest more in 'practical activism' by establishing Standards and Process Descriptions, which clearly communicate their expectations and provide benchmarks against which the inadequacies of processes and the unacceptable dangers of projects and schemes can be delineated. Using examples of public interest standards development, he demonstrates that public interest NGOs can emulate industry and government in playing the standards game.
In "Citizen Surveillance of the State: A mirror for eGovernment?", Verplanke and co-authors also advance a social solution to the privacy-surveillance dilemma, a case of what has come to be called "sousveillance.' They outline an approach where citizens invert surveillance tools (e.g. Google Earth), made available by global corporations, to hold government accountable for the delivery of basic public services. Commercial virtual globes act as a mirror to the traditional eGovernment framework and make visible to all, in real time, both the performance of government services and localized citizens' needs.
In the panel "Privacy...going, going, gone?" Ianella and other panelists show how social networks have put the media spotlight on privacy, as new and old web companies vie for the attention of an increasingly polarized global web community. The panel debates issues arising from the social web, including privacy dramas on social networks, technical challenges to privacy, the redefinition of privacy norms and solutions to address these issues in terms of law, enforcement, practice, design and technology and the future survival of privacy as a concept.
